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In the small town of Abbott Creek, mystery is as much a part of daily life as The Sweet Shop's sugar

cookies. With the upheaval of spring comes a whole new batch of arguments and upsets. Amelia

Simpkins may be a great cook, and have a head for business, but sweet treats are out of her league

and the owner of the Irish Blessings Cafe says it's because she adds the tart to the Sweet Shop's

new dessert that Katie Chupp insists is only filled with lemony goodness. The two shop owners'

constant bickering sends sparks flying through Abbott Creek's usual calm... and this is one mystery

Katie wants no part of, but working for Mrs. Simpkins may put her in the middle - whether she

intends to take sides . . . or not.And, when the Yoder and Davis families collide on some rather

sensitive issues, bringing things to light that two certain young people would rather keep hidden

away, Travis may have to face up to the truth about his feelings for a certain young woman--and all

that goes along with those feelings.Book 3 of the Sweet Shop Mysteries series
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I love the sweetness and tart taste of lemon desserts and Naomi Miller's book cover for Lemon Tart

Mystery makes my mouth water. Blended into this touch of mystery story comes a heaping portion

of chaos in the bake shop as two friends sweet on each other begin to have a difference of opinion

to put it mildly. Over what is a complete mystery to us all.Katie Chupp questions where her

friendship with Englisher , Travis Davis is heading, while her coworker Frieda would like nothing

better than to see them start to court.Naomi will make us wait to see what's caused the split

between the two shop owners. Also we will stay tuned to see what Katie decides to do about her

friendship with Travis.I enjoyed this easy read , novella. I love the characters and want all of them to

find happiness in the next book. If you have been following along with the first two books of this

series than don't miss out on The Lemon Tart Mystery. I gave 5 stars for this story because I

thought it was a very sweet and at the same time tart story. I have become friends with the

characters and can visualize them and what they look like as I go through each chapter. I will be

waiting for book four of this series to be released later this year.

love these books..love the characters and the adventures of the characters. can't wait for next one

and the one after that

Welcome back to the third installment of Amish Shop Mysteries. I am so excited to share my

thoughts about this book. It was quite intriguing and I could not stop reading it. We return to the

bake shop where Katie and Freida work. I loved how the author described the baking procedures

that Katie worked on. I could see her working the dough and adding lemons to make special

desserts for customers. The aroma of peanut butter cookies filled the shop. Can you imagine

walking in and smelling fresh bread hot out of the oven?If you have read the previous books you

may remember that there was a relationship blooming between Mrs. Simpkins and Mr. O'Neal. Well

maybe I assumed they were getting closer, because it seems they are not quite talking to each

other. Katie and Freida notice a distance between the two and wonder what is going on. Katie thinks

she needs to interfere, oh I mean help the couple out. I loved the scene when Mrs. Simpkins and

Mr. O'Neal are seen in a heated conversation right outside the bake shop. What are they arguing

about? How long will it take for the town to start gossiping?I enjoyed how the author included

something from the previous book about Katie and her fear of coming into the store early by herself.

She thought she had gotten over that, but something is making her feel uncomfortable. Is there

something going on with Mrs. Simpkins and the bakery?One of my favorite parts of the book was



getting to know Freida better. She is a good person, but likes to gossip a bit. She is a big help at the

bakery and wants to learn as much as she can. Freida is struggling with joining the church and

getting married. I loved the talks she has with Katie about her struggles. Katie is having her own

doubts about joining the church as well. Her prayers are so genuine and filled with hope. The book

is a wonderful story filled with surprises that caught me off guard. I loved the theme of family,

friendship and faith . This is one story you don't want to miss. Make sure you try out the recipes in

the book. They sound delicious.I received a copy of this book from the author. The review is my own

opinion.

The Sweet Shop baker, Katie Chupp, is branching out with new recipes using lemons. Lemon

deserts have just the right about of sweetness and tartness, which is an analogy to the lives of the

characters in Amish Sweet Shop Mysteries. Amelia Simpkins and Andrew O'Neal had a budding

relationship but look out--here comes some tartness in their relationship as the story progresses in

Lemon Tart Mystery. Will Katie and Frieda intervene with trying to restore the two or will they face

their own "tart" situation in deciding what and how they wanted to continue living their lives? Amish

and Englishers dating are not the perfect match as someone will have to sacrifice their upbringing.

Lemon Tart Mystery is surrounded with family and community members assisting one another along

with a couple residents who rather gossip instead of reaching out. Pick up a copy of Lemon Tart

Mystery for your cozy mystery readers and young teens. It's a quick read along with having some

lemon dessert recipes.I received an ARC e-book from the author. I was not required to write a

positive review but have expressed my honest opinion.

Another sweet addition to what has been a delightful series. This is the third book in the series, but it

can be read as a standalone. I do recommend reading the first two books in the series not only to

learn more about the characters but also because they are fun reads. I thoroughly enjoyed catching

back up with the residents of Abbot Creek and The Sweet Shop. The wonderful characters and

story line made for a delightful read, and this is another one from this author that I certainly

recommend. I was given a copy of the book by the author, but a positive review was not required

and the opinions expressed are my own. I will be looking forward to the next book in the series.
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